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The choice of LPOll is key to the performance of two-phase waiting algorithms.
In a sense, two-phase waiting is a generalization of the always-spin and always-block algorithms:
It introduces a continuum of choices between always-block (LPOII = O) and always-spin (LPOll = CO).Thus, the problem of deciding the value of LPO1l in a two-phase algorithm replaces the problem of deciding whether to poll or to signal. 
The first integral is the contribution to the expected waiting cost due to the probability that wait times are less than a/3B cycles. In this case, the waiting cost is simply the cost of switch-spinning, t/~. 
where A is the arrival rate of the producer. From Eqs. 1-3, we derive the following expressions for the expected costs of
and optimal off-line (Ss/b/Opt). If spinning is used instead of switch-spinning, simply set~= 1. we have not succeeded in arriving at a simple approximation of the wait-time model as we did for barriers.
We 
